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Abstract
We provide a unified approach to the problem of existence of optimal auctions for a

wide variety of auction environments. We accomplish this by first establishing a general
existence result for a particular Stackelberg revelation game. By systematically specializing
our revelation game to cover various types ofauctions, we are able to deduce the existence
of optimal Bayesian auction mechanisms for single and multiple unit auctions, as well as
for contract auctions with moral hazard and adverse selection. In all cases, we aHow for
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1. Intrnduction

Ot~erview

Much of the literature on auction, is devoted to the study of properties of various
types of auctions (e.g., Milgrorn and Weber (1982), and Maskin and Riley (1984)).
Existence questions which arise naturally in general auction environments have only begun
to be addressed.t In this paper, we provide a unified approach to the problem of existence
of optimal auctions for a rich variety of auction environments. Our approach involves three
steps. First, building on the work of Vickrey (1961), Harsanyi (1967168), and Myerson
(1979, 1982), we construct a general model of a Stackelberg revelation game.2 Second,
within the contex[ of our model, we establish the existence of an optimal, feasible, interim
individually rational and Bayesian incentive compatible revelation mechanism. Third, we
deduce the exister.ce ofoptimal Bayesian auction mechanisms for various types of auctions
by showing that our Stackelberg revelation game can be systematically specialized tu cover
various types of auctions. Specifically, we show that our model covers (i) single unit
auctions with risk neutral seller and buyers (e.g., Myerson (1981), Harris and Raviv
(1981), Riley and Samuclson (1981), Milgrom and Weber (1982), and Cremer and
McLean (1988)); (ii) multiple and single unit auctions with risk-averse seller and buyers
(e.g.,~Matthews (1979, 1983), Maskin and Riley (1984), and Branco (1996)); and (iii)
contract auctions with moral hazazd and adverse selection (e.g., Laffont and Tirole (1987)
and Page (1994)). In all cases we allow private information (in Ihe form of buyer types) to
be multidimensional and stochastically dependent. Thus, we show that the existence of
optimal Bayesian auction mechanisms in a wide variety of auction environments follows
from the existence of an optimal Bayesian revelation mechanism for a particular Stackelberg
revelation game. This is the main contribution of the paper.

Srackelberg Revelation Gnmes

In a Stackelberg revelation game, players' utilities depend on the private
information of followers and on the choice made by the leader. Following Harsanyi
(1967168) (see also Vickrey (1961) and Myerson (1979, 1982)), we represent each
follower's private information by a pazameter called the follower's type. In the game, the
leader selects u mechanism f(. ): T~ K which specifies the leader's choice as a function

~ Recent papers on existence include Menezes and Monteiro ( 1995) which establishes existence in a
discriminatory price auction and C,ebrun (1996) which addresses the problem of existence in first price
auctions assuming risk neutrality and independent types.
'- Our model shareS many of the characteristics of the principal-agent model with incomplete information
(e.g., Myerson ( 1982), Page ( 1991 a, 1992), and Balder (1996p.
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of the h-tuple of types (i.e., the private information) reported by followers (here f( ) is the

mechanism, T is the set of type profiles representing the private information of followers,

and K is the set of choices available to the Ieader). If t e T is the type h-tuple (or type
profile) reported by followers, then the leader is committed to making choice f(t) E K.

In essence, the mechanism selected by the leader determines a revelation (or

reporting) game to be played by the followers. The leader's problem, then, is to choose a

feasible mechanism that maximizes the his own expected utility subject to the constraints

that the revelation game determined by the mechanism induces voluntary participation and

truthful reporting by followers. Here we assume that each follower, in deciding whether or

not to participate in the revelation game and in choosing a reporting strategy, seeks to

maximize his own conditional expected utility. guided by his preferences and conditional

probability beliefs concerning the types of others - assuming other followers will participate

and report honestly. Thus, in order to ensure that the revelation game determined by the

mechanism induces voluntary participation and truthful reporting, the leader must choose a

mechanism that is interim individually rational (IRR) and Bayesian incentive compatible

(BIC).

Due to the unusual nature of the Bayesian incentive compatibility (BIC) constraints,

the resolution of the existence question which arises in connection with the leader's

maximization problem is difficult (see Page (1989, 1991a, 1991b, 1992, 1994) and Balder

(1996) for additional discussion).3 Novel existence arguments are required. Here, we

show that the leader's problem has a solution (Theorem 1). Key ingredients in our proof

are a new notion of compactness for mechanisms, called K-compactness (Definition 4.2),

an abstract Komlos Theorem due to Balder (1990, 1996) (also see Komlos (1967)), and a

new result showing that the feasible set of interim individually rational and Bayesian

incentive compatibte revelation mechanisms is K-compact (Theorem 2).4 The latter result

extends an earlier result on K-compactness due to the author (Page (1992), Theorem 4. I)

by allowing for mechanisms that map into quite general choice sets. In particular, the K-
compactness result given here considers mechanisms f(. ): T~ K where the choice set K

is given by a convex, compact, metrizable subset ofa Hausdorff locally convex topological

3Page (1989, 1991 a, 1991b, 1994) and Balder (1996) treat existence questions which arise in connection
with the leader's maximization problem over mechanisms which are feasible, interim individually rational,

and dominant straregy incentive compatibfe. Page (1992) trea[s the more difficult case of maximiza[ion

over mechanism which are feasible, interim individually rational, and Bayesian incenrive compatible. Here

we extend the existence result in Page (1992) to cover more general environments and use this result to give

a unified treatment of existence of optimal auctions.
4The notion of K-compac[ness was introduced in Page (1989) - see Definition 2.2.2. However, the term K-
compactness was not used in Page (1989). The term K-compactness was introduccd in Page (1992) - see
Defnition 2.3.2.
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space. In Page (1992), the K-compactness resul[ considers only those mechanisms where

K is given by the se[ of probability measures P(X) detined over a compact metric space X

of choices. This latter set of inechanisms represents an important exampte of the set

mechanisms covered by the K-compactness result given here (Theorern 2). The added
generality afforded by Thcorem 2 makes the corresponding existence result applicable tn a

wide variety of environments - and thus makes possible a unified treatment of existence.

The K-compac[ness result given here also extends the earlier result in Page (1992) by

taking as the feasible set of inechanisms the set of all measurable selec[ions from a feasible
choice correspondence. This retinement is usefuL [n some auction applications, the feasible

choice correspondence specializes to an ex post budget constraint for the seller and buyers.
This is the case, for example, in the multiple unit auction model developed below. In other

applications, the feasible choice correspondence serves to define ex post individual
rationality - as is the case in ihe contract auction model developed below. In Page (1992)

the feasible set of inechanisms is simply taken to be the set of all measurable mappings
from buyer type profiles into the set of probability measures over a compact metric space of

choices. Together, Theorems t and 2 provide a unified approach to existence problems
involving Bnyesian incentive compatibility and extend earlier results by the author on

existence in Stackelberg games with incomplete information (e.g., Page (1989, 1992)).
This is an additional contribution of [he paper.

Multiple and Single Unit Aucrions

For our first application we specialize our revelation game to a single unit auction
with risk neutral seller and buyers (see Section 3.1). The resulting model covers the

classical auction models of Myerson (1981), Harris and Raviv (1981), Riley and
Samuelson (1981), and Cremer and McLean (1988). Moreover, because we allow buyer

types to be multidimensional and stochastically dependent our model also covers the
auction environments analyzed in, for example, Milgrom and Weber (1982) where buyer

types are allowed to be affiliated (also see, Cremer and McLean (1985), McAfee and Reny
(1992), Funk (1993), Jehiel, Moldovanu, and Stacchetti (1994), Baye, Kovenock, and de

Vries (1996)).

Single unit auctions in which the seller and buyers are risk neutral and buyers'

types are stochastically independent have been intensely studied in the literature (see for

example Myerson (1981), Riley and Samuelson (1981) and Harris and Raviv (1981)).

Two main conclusions emerge from this work. First, the four most common forms of
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auctions (Dutch, first-price, second-price, and English)5 generate the same expected

revenue for the seller. Second, for many common distributions of buyers' types (including

the normal, exponential, and uniform distributions) the four standard auction forms with

suitably chosen reserve prices or entry fees are optimal from the perspective of the seller.

These conclusions, however, are not robust wtth respect to changes in the assumptions of

risk neutrality or stochastic independence. For example, Maskin and Riley (1984) show

that if buyers' types are independently distributed but buyers are risk averse, then from the

seller's viewpoint first-price and English auctions aze not revenue equivalent - nor aze they
optimal. Alternatively, it follows from Milgrom and Weber (1982) that if buyers and the

seller are risk neutral but types are dependent - and in particular affiliated - then English

auctions generate the highest expected revenue to the seller, followed by the second-price

auction, and finally the Dutch and first-price auctions. Even more striking are the results of

Cremer and McLean (1985, 1988) and McAfee and Reny (1992). Assuming risk neutrality

they show that if buyers' types are dependent then by using an optimal auction the seller

can obtain the same expected payoff as that obtainable under conditions of complete

information concerning buyers' types.

These studies indicate the importance of analyzing auction environments in which

both risk aversion and stochastically dependent buyers' types are present. Thus for our

second application, we specialize our revelation game to a multiple unit auction with risk

averse players and stochastically dependent types (see section 3.2).6 The resulting model

automatically covers the multiple unit auction model of Branco (1996) with risk neutral

playets and stochastically independent types. Moreover, by further specializing to a single

unit auction, our model covers the auction models of Matthews (1979, 1983) and Maskin-

Riley (1984) with risk-averse buyers and stochastically independent types.

Contract Auctions

For our final application, we consider the problem faced by a risk averse principal
seeking to choose, via a contract auction, an agent or contractor from among several
competing, risk averse agents to carry out a particular project (see Section 3.3). Laffont and

SThe Dutch auction is conducted by an auctioneer who initially calls for a high price and then continuously
lowers the price until some buyer stops the auction and cla:ms the object at that price. In an English
auction, the auctioneer begins by soliciting bids at a low price and then gradually raises the price until only
one willing buyer remains. A first-pnce auction is a sealed-bid auction in which [he buyer making the
highest bid wins and pays the amount of his bid for the object. A second-price auction is also a sealed-bid
auction in which the buyer making the highest bid wins and pays the amount of the second highest bid. All
of these standard auction forms are representable via functions - and thus aIl are representable via Young
measures.
5wi[h further minor modifications, our model becomes a model of a simultaneous pooled auction (see
Menezes and Monteiro (1996p.
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Tirole (1987, 1993) characterize optimal Bayesian contract auctions assuming risk
neutrality and independent agent types, while Page (1994) and Balde[ (1996) demonstrate
the existence of an optimal, dominunr-srrnteRy incentive compntihle contract auction
mechanism assuming risk aversion and multidimensional, dependent agent types. Here, we
establish the existence of an optimal, interim individually rational and Bayesian incentive
compatible contract auction mechanism - thus, extending the existence results of Page
(1994) and Balder (1996) to the more difficult Bayesian case.~

A distinguishing feature of contract auctions is the presence of both adverse
selection and moral hazard. Thus in addition to being concerned about the adverse selection
problem (as reflected in the incentive compatibility constraints) the principal must also be
concerned about the actions taken by the agent after entering into the contract with the
principal. These actions often affect contract performance and the economic well-being of
the principal as well as the winning agent. Because these ac[ions are only indirectly
controllable via contract íncentives, the principal must choose an auction mechanism thai
not only selects the best agent but also selects a contract that provides the winning agent
with correct incentives.

In specializing our revelation game to a contract auction model, we show that the
auction problem with adverse selection and moral hazard reduces to an equivalent problem
with adverse selection only. While we continue to allow risk aversion and
multidimensional, dependent types, in the contract auction model developed here (like the
models in Laffont and Tirole (1987, 1993), Page (1994), and Balder (1996)), we do not
allow informational extemalities.g This assumption is made for simplicity. In particular, in
order to avoid the "informed principal problem" which would arise for the winning agent at
the action selection stage if information externalities were allowed, we simply assume that
each agent's utility depends only upon his own type. We save for future research the
treatment of informational externalities and the informed principal problem in contract
auctions.

Outline ~

We shall proceed as follows: In Section 2 we present a general model of a
Stackelberg revelation and state our main existence result (Theorem I). In Section 3 we
consider applications. In particular, in Section 3.1, we specialize our revelation game to a

~The existence result given by Balder ( 1996) for dominant strategy incentive compatible auction
mechanisms refines the earlíer result due [o Page ( 1994) by relaxing some of the topological and measure-
theoretic assump[ions made in Page (1994).
gThus, here we assume that each agent's wility depends only upon his own type and not upon the types of
other agents.
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single unit auction model with risk ncutral players and we deduce the existence of an

optimal Bayesian auction mechanism (Corollary 1) from our main existence result. In
Section 3.2, we specialize our revelation game to a multiple unit auction model with risk

averse players and deduce the existence of an optimal Bayesian auction mechanism

(Corollary 2). In Section 3.3, we specialize our revelation game to a contract auction model

and show that the contract auction problem with adverse selection and moral hazard reduces

to an equivalent auction problem with adverse selection only. We also establish the

existence of an optimal Bayesian contract auction mechanism (Corollary 3). In Section 4

within the context of our general Stackelberg revelation game we show that the set of all

feasible, interim individually rational and Bayesian incentive compatible revelation

mechanisms is K-compact ( Theorem 2). Finally in Section 4, we prove our main existence

result ( Theorem 1).
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2. The Stackelberg Revelation Game

2.1 Basic Elements

We will asswne that the basic elements ot the gamc are known to all players.

Plurers' und 7;vpes

To begin, let [ - {O,1,2, ..., hf denote the set of players. Elements of I will be

denoted by i orj, with 0 denoting the leader and i- 1,2, ... h, denoting followers.

(Vow let,

T - the set of ith follower types with elements denoted by t i. Equip Ti with the

a-field Ei.

T - Tl x T~ x... x Th with e;ements denoted by t-(tl,t2,...,th ). Equip T

with the product a-field E - EI x EZ x.. x Eh.

T-i - TI x... x Ti-1 x Ti}1 x.-. x Th with elements denoted by
t-i -(tl,...,ti-l,titl, ..,th). Equip T-i with the product a'-field

~-i - ~1 x...xEi-1 xEitl x. .xEh.

(ti,[-i) - (tl,...,ti-l.ti.titl....,th)-t.

Probability Beliefs

For each follower i- I,...,h, let qi( I) denote the stochastic kernel representing

the ith follower's conditional probability beliefs conceming other followers' types. Thus,
for each ti e Ti, qi (.I t i) is a probability measure defined on E-i specifying for each type

ti , the ith follower's conditional probability beliefs concerning other followers' types, and
for each E e E-i, qi(E I) is a real-valued, Ei-measurable function defined on Ti

specifying for each of the ith follower's types, the probability weight the ith follower
assigns to subset E.

For the leader, let p~ be a probability measure defined on (T,E), the measure

space of t~~pe profiles, representing the leader's probability beliefs concerning followers'

type profiles.

Assumption l: We will assume that there is a product measure

lt - Itl x--. x lth defined on (T,E), with each lti 6-finite on Ei, such that
( l) the leader's probability measure pp over T is absolutely continuous

with respect to li (denoted p~ ~~ p),
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(2) for each i and ti e T, the ith follower's conditional probability

measure qi ( I ti ) over T-i is absolutely continuous with respect to

It-i (denoted qi( I ti)~~lt-i ), where h-i is the product measure

ul x...xPi-1 xuitl x...xuh.

We will refer to ft as the dominating measure.

Assumption 1 is satisfied automatícally in any revelation game in which the leader's

probability beliefs concerning type profiles are specified via a probability a density function

and followers' conditional probability beliefs are specified via a conditional probability

density function (i.e., Lebesgue measure then serves as the dominating measure).

Examnle: Suppose there are two followers, i- 1,2, with types Ti -[0, ~) for each i. Thus,

the set of type profiles is given by T-[0,~) x[0,~). Let E be the Borel product a-

field, B[0,~) x B[0,~), in T and equip (T,E) with the Lebesgue product measure

ft - p l x It2. Suppose now that the leader's probability beliefs P0 are given via a joint

density function hp( .), defined on T, so that for E e E,

PO(E)- JEhO(t)Ft(dt).

Thus, p0 ~~ lt. Suppose also that each follower's conditional probabilíty beliefs qi( I tí )

are given via a conditional density ri( - I ti) corresponding to a joint probability density

hi( -), so Ihat for S e E-i,

qi(S I ti) - JSri(t-i ~ ti)Ft-i(dt-i).

Thus, qi(-Iti)ccp-i forall ti eTi.

Choices and Revelation Mechanisms

Let K be a subset of a Hausdorff locally convex topological space E. Elements of

K, denoted by f, will be called choices and measurable functions from type profiles T into

K will be called revelation mechanisms. If the leader selects revelation mechanism

f( ): T~ K, then the leader is committed to choice f(t) e K whenever followers report

type profile t e T. Here measurability is defined with respect to the product 6-field E on

T and the Borel 6-field B(K) on K. In particular, f(~) : T~ K is said to measurable if for
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each E E B(K), f-1(E) :- (t e T: f(t) E E~ E F. We w,ill denote by M(T, K) the set of allrevelation mechanisms.

A.rswnptinn 2: We shall assume that Ihe set of choices K is convex,
compact, and metrizable for the relative topology inherited from E.

For each h-tuple t e T of reported types, let K( t) be the set of feasible choices inK given reported types t.

Assumption 3: We will assume that the feasrble choice correspondence
K(. ): T~ 2 K is such that for each t e T, K( t) is a closed convex subset
of K.

A revelation mechanism f( ) e M(T, K) is said to be feu.ïible if

f(t) E K(t) a.e.[lt].

Note that the qualifier "a.e." (almost everywhere) is with respect to the dominating measureft (see Assumption 1). Thus, for each feasible mechanism f(.) the leader and the followerswill agree upon the set of type profiles where the mechanism may fail to produce a feasiblechoice and all players will assign this set probability measure zero.
We shall denote by I' the feasible set of revelation mechanisms. Thus,

i' -(f(-) e M(T, K): 1'(t) e K(t) a.e.[ft] ). (1)

In some applications, the mapping K(.) specializes to an ex post budget constraint for the
leader and followers. This is the case in the multiple unit auction model developed insection 3.2. In other applications, K(-) serves to define ex post individual rationality. Thisis the case in the contract auction model developed in section 3.3.

Follawer.r' Utility Functions
For i- 1,2,...,h, let vi (.,.): T x K-~ R be the ith follower's utility function.Given type profile t e T and choice f E K, vi(t,f) is the corresponding utility level for theith follower.

9



Assumption 4: For each i- 1,2,...,h, we will assume that

(I) vi(t, ) is aftïne and continuous on K(U foreach t e T,

(2) vi( ,f( )) is E-measurable foreach f( ) e M(T,K), and

(3) for each ti E Ti there exists a qi( I ti )- inteerablc function

~ti(~):T-i -~R suchthat Ivi(ti,t-i.f(ti.t-i))I~Sti(t-i)

a.e.[qi( Iti))on Ti for f( )eM(T,K).

Bayesian Incentive Compatibility and Interim individual Rntionnlity

L.et B denote the subset of inechanisms in M(T, K) such that corresponding to each

f( )e B there are h sets Cl,-.-,Ci,-..,Ch, with Ci e Ei and Iti(Ci )- 0, such that for

each follower i - 1,2,...,h,

Jvi(ti't-i'f(ti't-i))9i(dt-i ~ti)~ Jvi(ti't-i'f(tit-i))9i(dt-i ~ti) (2)

Ti .T-i

for all t i e Ti ` C i and all t~ e Ti . Note that the measure p i is the ith component of the

dominating product measure p- Itl x..-x Ith (see Assumption 1). Under any revelation

mechanism in B, given each follower's conditional probability beliefs concerning other

followers' types, and given almost any follower type, each follower will do at least as well
by reporting his true type t i to the mechanism as by reporting t~ given that all other

followers report truthfully. We will refer to B as the set of Bayesian incentive

comparible (BIC) mechanisms. Thus, for any mechanism in B truthful reporting is a Nash

equilibrium of the revelation game induced by the mechanism.

Let A denote the subset of inechanisms in M(T,K) such that corresponding to

each f(.)eA there are h sets Q1'~~~'Qi'~~~'Qh' w~th Qi EEi and lii(Qi)-0, such

that for each follower i- 1,2,...,h,

~vi([i,t-i'f(ti't-i))qi(dt-i I[i)?ri(ti) (3)

T-i .

for all t i e Ti ` Q i. Here ri (. ): Ti -~ R is the ith follower's interim reservation utility

function. Under any revelation mechanism in A, given each follower's conditional

probability beliefs concerning other followers' types, and given almost any follower type,

each follower will do at least as well by participating in the mechanism as by abstaining

from participation, given that all other followers participate and report truthfully. We will

refer to A as the set of interim individually rational (IIR) mechanisms.

10



Assuntption 5: We shall assume the following:

( I) ï' n B n A is nonempty.

(2) The set of choices K contains an f such that for each follower i-

l.?,....h,

~ s,

T-i
ti,t-i,f)qildt-i Iri)Sri(ti) forall ti eTi.

We shal refer to any choice f e K satisfying Assumption 5(2) as a penulty choice.
Assumption 5( I) is nontriviality assumption: without it the revelation game is

uninteresting. Assumption 5(1) will be satisfied if, for example, the set K of choices
contains an f" such tha[ for each t E T, f" e K(t) and for each follower i- 1,2,...,h,

~vi{ti,t-i,f")qi(dt-i Iti)?ri(t~)forall ti eTi.
T-i

The Leader's Utilitv
Now let u( , ): T x K--~ R be the Ieader's utility function. Given type profile

t e T and choice f e K, u(t, f ) is the corresponding level of utility for the leader.

Assumption 6: We will assume that

(1)
( 2)
(3)

u(t, ) is concave and upper-semicontinuous on K(t) for each t E 7',
u( ,f(.)) is E-measurableforeach f( )E C'nBnA, and
there exists a pp- integrable func[ion ~( ) such that

u(t,f(t))5~(t) a.e.[pp]onTfor f( )ei"nBnA.

2.2 The Leader's Problem and The Existence Result
The leader's problem is to choose a revela[ion mechanism f( ) from the set of

feasible, interim, individually rational and Bayesian incentive compatible mechanisms
I' n B n A that maximizes [he leader's expected utility

~u(t,f(t))pB(dt).

T

Stated compactly, the leader's problem is given by

11



maxf( )EÍ'nBnA ~"It,f(t))p0(dt). (41

T

Theorem 1 (F-ri.~7ence nFan (Jptirnul Kc~~elalirnr .tileclrunrsm):

Under Assumptions I-6 there exists an optimal revelation mechanism solving the leader's

problem (4).

3. Auctions

By carefully specifying the choice set K, the feasible choice correspondence,

K( ): T~ 2K, and the leader's and followers' utility functions many auction problems

can be formally treated as special cases of the leader's problem (4). Thus in many auction

environments the existence of an optimal auction mechanism for the seller (acting as the

leader) can be deduced from Theorem 1. In order to illustrate this we begin by considering

single unit auctions of an indivisible good.

3.1 Bayesian Single Unit Auctions with Risk Neutral Players
For our first application we specialize our revelation game to a single unit auction

with risk neutral seller and buyers. [n particular, we consider a seller (leader) who faces h

risk neutral potential buyers (followers) and is interested in adopting an auction procedure

(a revelation mechanism) that maximizes the expected revenue from the sale of a single

object. The resulting model covers the classical auction models of Myerson (1981), Harris

and Raviv (1981), Riley and Samuelson (1981), and Cremer and McLean (1988).

Moreover, because we allow buyer types to be multidimensional and stochastically

dependent our model also covers the auction environments analyzed in, for example,

Milgrom and Weber (1982) where buyer types are allowed to be affiliated (also see,

Cremer and McLean t 1985), McAfee and Reny (1992), Funk (1993), Jehiel, Moldovanu,

and Stacchetti (1994), and Baye, Kovenock, and de Vries (1996)).

We begin by assuming that each players' probability beliefs concerning type

profiles satisfy Assumption l. A standard assumption in the auction literature is that

buyers' types are identically and independently distributed (e.g., see Myerson (1981) and

Riley and Samuelson (]981)). Here we depzr! from this assumption, allowing for

stochastically dependent types.

Following Myerson (1981) (see also Page (1991b)), a single unit auction

mechanism is a pair of E-measurable functions, p( ): T-~ 4, x(. ): T~ C, such that if

t-(tl,...,[h ) is the h-tuple of reported buyer types [hen pi(t) is the probability tha[ [he ith

12



buyer wins the object and xi(t) is the amount of money the ith buyer must pay to the

seller. Here C is a closed bounded convex subset of Rh containing the origin and
h

0-1(P1.....phlERh:pi?Oand~Pi~lf. (5)
. i-t

Thus, the choice set K is given by K- 4 x C( E- Rh x Rh ), and the set of revelation

mechanisms M(T,~ x C) consists of functions of the form

f(.)-(P( ),x( ))-(Pl(~)....,Ph(~)~xl(.),...,xh(~)). (6)

We assume that the feasible choice correspondence K( ): T~ 2AxC is given by

K(t) - 4 x C for all t. Thus, Assumptions 2 and 3 are satisfied.

As in Myerson ( 1981), each buyer is risk neutral with utility function

vi( , , ):Tx(OxC)-r R givenby

vi(t.(p.x)) - Pi ~ ~i(t) - xi~ (~)

We also assume that [he h-tuple of buyer valua[ion functions u( )-(ul O,...,uh( )) is

tiuch that the range of valuations

V:- I(ul(t),...,uh(t))e Rh : t e T} (g)

is contained in C and that each buyer's valuation func[ion is E-measurable. The seller -
also risk neutral - has valuation function up( ): T~ R, bounded and E-measurable, and

utility function u( ,,): T x(0 x C) -r R given by

u(r,(p,x))- up(r)t (9)

Thus, Assumptions 4 and 6 are satisfied.

To complete our description of the single unit auction model, we assume that each
buyer's interim reservation utility function ri O: Ti -~ R is identically zero.

A single unit auction mechanism (p( .),x( .)) e M(T,4 x C) is Bayesian incentive
compatible (i.e., is contained in the set B) if there are h sets C1,...,Ci,...,Ch, with

C i e E i and )1 i(C i)- 0, such that for each buyer i- 1,2,...,h,
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~[pi(ti.t-i) u~(ti.t-i)-xi(ti.t-i)19i(dt-i ~ti)

T-i

? ~[P (t'.,t l u. rt-,t . )-x. ( t'..t . )19-(dt It. )i i-i ~ i-i i ~-~ ~ -i i
T-i

(10)

for all t. E T. ` G and all t'. e T. .i i i i i
A single unit auction mechanism (p( ), x( )) e M(T,A x C) is interim individually

rational (i.e., is contained in the set A) if there are h sets Ql,...,Qi,...,Qh, with

Q i E E i and lt i(Q i)- 0, such that for each buyer i- 1,2,...,h,

J~pi(ti't-i)~vi(ti't-i)-~xi(ti.t-i))9i(dt-i Iti)?0, (11)
Ti

forall ti ETi `Qi,where Qi eEi and (ti(Qi)-0.

Note that the auction mechanism (p( ), z( .)) given by (p(t), z(t)) -(0,0) for all t

is feasible, interim individually ra[ional and Bayesian incentive compatible ( i.e., is

contained in i' n B n A). Note also that under the mechanism (p( ),z( .)), we have for

each buyer

J[pi([i,[-i)~ui([i,[-i)-zi([i,t-i)]qi(dt-ilti)-0forall[ieTi. (12)

T-i

Thus, Assumption 5 is satisfied.
The seller's single unit auction problem can be stated compactly as

( h h

max(P(.).x(.))eT'nBnA J ~1-~pi(t)~ up(t)t~~xi(t)~ pB(dt). (13)
T i-1 i-1

It is easy to see that the seller's single unit auction problem (13) is a version of the leader's

problem (4). Moreover, because our single unit auction model satisfies Assumptions l-6, it

follows directly from Theorem 1 that the seller's problem has a solution.
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Corollary 1 1F.~istence ojun Optimul Si~~gle Unit Auction Mechanism)

Given the single unit auction model above, there exists an auction mechanism

( p~(.), x~` O) e fn B n A solving thc seller'; problem (13).

The re~ult ahove extends to the Bayesian case the single unit existence result for

dnrninruu strute,S} incentive cumpntible auction mechanisms given in Page ( 1991b).

3.1 Bayesian Multiple Unit Auctions with Risk Averse Players

Now consider a risk averse seller who faces h risk averse buyers and is interested

in adopting an auction procedure that maximizes his expected utility from the sale of

several indivisible units of a homogeneous good.

Again we assume that players' probability beliefs concerning type profiles satisfy

Assumption L As indicated by our example in Section 2 this assumption is easily satisfied.

Let m denoté ihe tctal number nf units the seller wishes to put up for auction, and

let

Q - (~,1,2,...,m).

Each player, i- 0,1,..., h(seller as well as buyers), in the auction can win from 0 to m

units of the good. Now let .
Z-Qx,..xQ,
~J
htl times

with typical element z-(z~,zl,...,zh ). Each htl-tuple z e Z gives a profile of winnings

by the players in the auction. Note that if z~ ~ 0 then the seller keeps some of the good

(i.e., some units are not sold during the auction).

Now let C - {c e R: 0 5 c 5 wE for some large positive number w, and for each

buyer i and buyer [ype ti E Ti let wi(ti ) E C and

Ci(ti)-{ceR:O5c5wi(ti)}.

Here wi(ti) represents the maximum amount a type ti ith buyer can pay at auction. The

mapping Ci O: Ti --~ 2C is the ith buyer's budget correspondence. Now let

D-Cx...xC.~-~
h times

The set D equipped with the usual Euclidean metric ( here denoted by d D) is a compact

metric space. Finally, for each type profile t let
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D(t)-Clltl )x...xCh(th 1.

Each h-tuple c-(c I,...,c h) e D(t ) represents a profile of paymenu from buyers to the

seller given reported types t and D( ): T~ 2D is the ex ptiti[ hudget correspondence for

buyers.
A tuple (z,c)-(z0,zl....,zh.cl....,ch )e ZxD(tl is a feasible outcome of the

h
auction if the sum of the units allocated via the auction ~ z i equals m and if the sum of

i-0
h

the payments from buyers to seller ~ci equals or exceeds some minimum revenue

i-1
requirement r0(t) dependent on the types reported by buyers. Formally the feasible set of

auction outcomes corresponding to each reported type profile t is given by

h h
F(t)-((z,c)-(z0,zl,...,zh,cl,...,ch)eZxD(t): ~zi -mand ~ci ?r0(t)}.

i-0 i-1
(14)

Note that for each t, F(t) is a closed subset of the compact metric space Z x D.9

We are now in a position to define the choice set K and the feasible choice

correspondence, K(-) : T-~ 2K corresponding to the multiple unit auction. Let P(Z x D)

denote the set of all probability measures defined on the product a-field 3(Z) x B(D) of

the compact metric space Z x D of auction outcomes. Here, B(D) denotes the Borel es-
field generated by the Euclidean metric d D and 3(Z) denotes the a-field consisting of all

subsets of the finite set Z. Also let the set of choices K be given by P(Z x D). Here the

space E is taken to be the set of all bounded signed measures on Z x D equipped with the

narrow topology (i.e., the topology of weak convergence measures - see Dellacherie and

Meyer (1978), IIL54). The choice set K- P(Z x D) is clearly convex. By IIL60 in

Dellacherie and Meyer (1978), K- P(Z x D) satisfies Assumption 2. Denote by cp a

typical element of the choice set P(Z x D) and denote by tp( ) or tp(d(z,c) I-) a typical

element of the set of auction (revelation) mechanisms M(T,P(Z x D)).

9The results of this section remain unchanged if in the definition of the set of feasible outcomes we require

h c-- r (t) (i.e., we require the sum of buyer payments to the seller to equal r(t)). With this
~i-1 t - 0 ~
modification, the feasible set of auction outcomes F(t) remains a closed subset of the compact metric space

ZxD.
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L.et the feasible choice correspondence, K( j: T-~ 2K be given by

K(t):-{tpe P(ZxD):tp(Flt))-1~. (IS)

Given type profile t, any probabiliry measure tP e K([) assigns probabihty I to the set of

auction outcomes F(t). For each t, K(U is convex. Thus since each F(t) is compact it

follows from IIL58 and I11.60 in Dellacherie and Meyer (1978) that the feasible choice

correspondence K( ): T~ 2K defined via (6) satisfies Assumption 3. The feasible set of

auction mechanisms is [hus given by

i'-~tp( )eM(T,P(ZxD)):tp(t)eK(t)a.e.[It]E. (16)

For each potential buyer i- I,..., h let ui (,,): T x Z x D~ R be the ith

buyer's utility function over type protiles and auction outcomes. We will assume that

(a) ui ( t, .,. ) is continuous on Z x D for each t E T,

(b) Ui(~,(z,c)) is E-meatiurable on T foreach feasible auction outcome

(z,c) e Z x D, and

(c) for each ti e Ti there exists a qi ( I[i )- integrabte function

Wti(')-T-i -~R suchthat lui(ti,[-i,(z,c))ISiyti(t-i) for

all (t-i,(Z,C))ET-i XZXD.

Given choice ep e P(Z x D), the ith buyer's (expected) utility is given by

vi(t,tp)-~ZxDui(t,(z,c))tP(d(i,c))- (17)

For each t e T, tp -~ v i ( t,cp) is continuous on P(Z x D) with respect to the narrow

topology ( Dellacherie and Meyer ( 1978), IIL54}, and for each cp e P(Z x D), t -~ v i(t, cp)

is E-measurable on T. Thus, each buyer's expected utility function
v i(.,.) : T x P(Z x D) ~ R is E x B(P(Z x Dp-measurable (Castaing and Valadier (1977),

II1.14). Here, B(P(Z x D)) denotes the Boret 6-field in P(Z x D) generated by the narrow

topology. Given these observations and the fact that each buyer's utility function,
u i(,,), satisfies assumptions (a)-(c) above, it is easy to verify that each buyer's expected

utility function v i(-,. ): T x P(Z x D) ~ R given in ( 17) satisfies Assumption 4.
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Under auction mechanism epl 1 e M(T,P(Z x D)) the ith buyer's interim expected
utility given true type t i e Ti and reported type t~ e"i'i is

~vi(ti.t-i,N(t~t-i))qi(dt-i Iti). (I8)

T-i

A multiple unit auction mechanism cp( ) E M(T,P(Z x D)) is Bayesian incentive
compatible (i.e., is contained in the set B) if there are h sets C1,...,Ci,. .,Ch, with

Ci E Ei and iti (Ci )- 0, such that for each buyer i- 1,2,...,h,

ui(ti,t-i,(z,c))tP(d(z,c)Iti,t-i)qi(dt-ilti)T-i ZxD
? ~ ,~ ui(ti,t-i,(z,c))tp(d(z,c)It~,t-i)qi(dt-ilti), (19)T-i ZxD

for all t. e T. ` C. and all t'- e T. .t t t t t
A multiple unit auction mechanism cp( .) e M(T,P(Z x D)) is interim individually

rational (i.e., is contained in the set A) if there are h sets Ql,~~~,Qi,~~~,Qh, with

Q i e E i and it i(Q i)- 0, such that for each buyer i- 1,2,...,h,

vi(ti,t-i,(z,c))cp(d(z,c)Iti,t-i)qi(dt-ilti)?ri(ti), (20)T-i ZxD

forall ti eTi ~Qi.
We shall assume that for auction outcome (m,0,...,0,c1,...,ch ) in which the seller

keeps all units of the good and the ith buyer pays a positive amount ci,(c 1,..., c h) e D(t )

for all t and

ui(ti,t-i,(m,0,...,0,c1,...,ch))qi(dt-i Iti)Sri(ti)forall ti eTi.
T-i

Thus, F(t) is nonempty for all t and Assumption 5(2) is satisfied. We shall also assume

that there is a probability measure cp" e P(Z x D) such that tq" e K(t) a.e.[lt] and for each

buyer i - 1,2,...,h,

ui(ti.t-i.(z,c))tP~~(d(Z,c))9i(dt-il[i)?ri(ti) a.e.[11i].
Ti ZxD
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Thus, Assumption 5( I) holds.
The buyer's underlying utility functions ui l,. ): T x Z x D-~ R can take

several different forms. For example, we might tiuppose that

ui(t .lr.c)J- Pilt.ri )-ci.

where pi (t,zi ) is the value to the ith buyer of zi units of the good given informauon t and
ci is the total amount the ith buyer must pay to the seller to obtain zi units. Specializing

further, we might assume that

viR,(z,c))-Si(t) zi -ci,

where yi ( t) is the per unit value of the good to the ith buyer given information t.

To complete our description of the multiple unit auction let
rz( ,,): T x Z x D~ R be the seller's utility function over type profiles and auction

outcomes. We will assume that

(a) 7[(t, ~, ) is upper semicontinuous on Z x D for each t e T,
(b) rc( ,, ) is E x B(Z) x B(D)-measurable, and
(c) there exists a pp- integrable functiun yrp( .): T-~ R such that

t[(t,(z,c)) S~p(t) for all (t,(z,c)) e T x Z x D.

Given choice tp e P(Z x D), the seller's (expected) utility is given by

u(t,tP) - ~ZxD~(t.(z.c))tP(d(z,c)). (21)

For each t e T, cp -~ u(t,cp) is upper semieontinuous on P(Z x D) with respect to the
narrow topology (Nowak (1984), Lemma 1.5). Moreover, (t,tp) -~ u(t,cp) is
E x B(P(Z. x D))-measurable (Nowak (1984), Lemma 1.6). Given these observations and
the fact that the seller's utility funetion, rc( ,,), satisfies assumptions (a)-(c) above, it is
easy to verify that the seller's expected utility function u( ,. ): T x P(Z x D) -i R given in

(21) satisfies Assumption 6.

Under auction mechanism tp( ) E fn Bn A the seller's expected utility is

~u(t,tP(t))PB ( dt). (22)
T
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The seller's undertying utility function rz( ,): T x Z x D--~ R can also takc

several different forms. For example, we might suppose that
h

rz(t.(z,c))-P0(t.z0)t ~,(ci -hi(t,zi)),

i-l

where P0(t,z0) is the value to seller of z0 units of the good (not sold at auction - but kept

by the seller) given information t,(ci - hi(t,zi )) is the profit earned by the seller from the

sale of zi units of the good to the ith buyer at a price of ci given information t, and
h h

~(ci - hi(t,zi )) is the total profit earned by the seller from the sale of ~zi units to the

i-1 i-1

buyers. Here [he function hi(t,zi ) can be interpreted as the cost ro the seller of supplying

zi units of the good to the ith buyer given information t.

It is easy to see that the seller's multiple ur.it a~ction problem is a version of the

leader's problem (4). Moreover, because our multiple unit auction model satisfies

Assumptions 1-6, it follows directly from Theorem I that the seller's problem has a

solution.

Corollary 2(Existence of an Optimal Multiple Unit Auction Mechanism)

Given the multiple unit auction model above, there exists an auction mechanism

cp t(. ) e fn B n n solving the seller's problem

max~( )ErnBnA JT~ZxD~(t,(z,c))cp(d(z,c) I t)pp(dt). (23)

Single Unit Auctions with Risk Averse Players: A Special Case

The multiple unit auction model above can easily be specialized to the single unit

case. Keeping all elements in the model above the same and letting m- I(recall m is the

total number uf units the seller puts up for auction) we obtain a single unit auction model

with risk averse players satisfying Assumptions 1-6. Existence for the single unit case with

risk aversion then follows immediately from Corollary 2. Note that with m- 1 the set Q

becomes Q-(0, I) and a typical feasible auction ontcome has the fotm

(z,c) - (0,...,O,I,O,...,O.c l,c 2 ,...,c h ).

where the 1 in the ith component indicates that player i(for i-0,1,...,h) has won the

auction and therefore receives the single unit being auctioned off.
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3.3 Bayesian Contract Auctions
Now we consider the problem faced by a pnncipal seeking to choose, via a contract

auction, an agent or contractor from among h compeung agents to carry out a particular

prolect.

We hegin by assuming that each player's probability beliefs concerning type

protiles satisfies Assumption I.

Working backward we first analyze the winning agent's action choice problem

(i.e., the moral hazard stage). l.et A be a compact metric space of actions available to agents

and let d~ be a compact metric space of contracts available to the principal. For each agent
i- 1,2,..., h, let u i(,,): Ti x~ x A-r R be the ith agent's utility defined over types

Ti , contracts 4i, and actions A. Note that here the ith agent's utility depends only on his

own type and not on the types of others. Finally for i- l,2,..., h let A iO: Ti ~ 2A be a

set-valued mapping specifying for agent i the set of actions available to the agent depending

on his type. We shall assume that

(a) u i(t i,,) is continuous on ~ x A for each t i e Ti ,

(b) u i(~,s,a) is E i-measurable on Ti for each contracdaction pair

(s, a) e~ x A, and

(c) Ai( ) is Ei-measurable.

Suppose now that the ith agcnt wins the auction and is awarded contract s E d~. If
the ith agent is type t i e Ti , he will choose an action from the feasible set Ai(t i) so as to

solve the problem

maxaEA. (t. ) ui(ti,s,a).
~ t

Let
~

ui (ti,s) :- max aEA : (t: ) u i (t i's'a ) ~

(24)

(25)

The quantity u~ (ti,s) is a type ti ith agent's optimal expected utility under contract s e~.

The function v~( ,) is Ei x6(~)-measurable on Ti x~ (see Schal (1974)), and

u~ (ti, ) is continuous on 4r for t i e Ti (see Berge (1963)). Here B(~) is the Borel 6-

field in the compact me[ric space of contracts ~.

The ith agent's reaction correspondence given by

A~ (ti,s):- {a e Ai(ti): ui(ti,s,a)? u~ (ti,s)}. (26)
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~
By Lemrna I.10 of Nowak ( 1984), Ai ( .. ) is Ei x B(~l-measurable on Ti x~ and by

~
Theorem 1 of Robinson and Day f 1974). Ai It~, ) is apper semicontinuous on ~ for
t. E T..t t

Suppose now that type profile t i~ reported hy agentti und thut ugent i win, thc

auction, is type ti, and ts awarded contract ,. The principal's next problem then is to
~

request that the winning agent take an action from the set Ai ( ti,s) that is in the principal's

best interest. Thus, the principal's problem is to solve

max ~ rz(t,s,a). (27)
aEAj (ti,s)

~
Note that any action request by the principal from the set Ai ( ti,s) is incentive compatible
provided the winning agent is type ti and contract s is awarded.

We shall assume that the principal's utility function rz( ,, ): T x~ x A~ R is

;uch that

(a) n(t, ., .) is upper semicontinuous on 4i x A for each t E T,
(b) r[( .,.,) is E x B(ip) x B(A)-measurable, and
(c) there exists a pp- integrable function typ( -): T~ R such that

rz(t,s,a))Si{rp(t) forall (t,s,a)ETx~xA.

Now Iet
rz~(t,(i,s))-max . ,~ n(t,s,a). (28)

aeAi (ti,s)

Thus n~` (t,(i,s)) is the principal's optimal utility if agent i wins the auction, is awarded
~

contract s, and takes the action in Ai (ti,s) requested by the principal.
[n order to take into account the possibility that no contracting occurs (i.e., that no

agent wins the auction), we must extend the definition of the principal's utility function. To

begin let
~

g0(t,(J,s)) - n~` (t,(J.s))(1- r10(j)) t g0(UT10(J),
where

l if j-0
t10(J) - 0 if j~ 0.

(29)
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Given truthfully reported types t, if agent j wins the auction ( j x 0) and is awarded contract
~

s, the principal's utiliry ts given by gpl t,(j,s)~ - rz' (t,(j,s)), and if no contracting occurs

( j-0), the principal's utility is gtven by gp(t,(j,sj)-gp(t). We shall assume that

gp( 1: T-~ R is E-measurahle and bounded from above by some pp-integrable function.

Thus, thc principal's utility function gp( ,I . 1) : T x I x~-a R is such that

.
(a) gp(t, ,) is upper semicontinuous on I x~ for each t e T,

~r
(b) gp( ,~, ) is E x B( [) x BI ~)-measurable, and

~
(c) gp( ,, ) is bounded from above on T x 1 x~ by some pp -

integrable function.

In order to take into account the possibility that the ith agent looses the auction, we

uiust a'.sa exten 1 the detinition of agents' utility functions. For agent i- I,...,h, let

where

~ ~gi(ti,(j,s)) - vi(ti,s)tli(J) t gi(ti)(1 - ni(J)), (30)

1 ifj-i
Tli(1) - 0 if j~ i.

Given that agent i is type ti , if agent i wins the auction (j- i) and is awarded contract s,
~ ~

agent i's utility is given by gi (ti,(j,s)) - ui (ti,s), and if agent i looses the auction ( j~ i),
~

agent i's utility is given by gi ( ti,(j,s)) - gi(ti ). Note that for i- 1,...,h, the utility
s

function gi (,(., )) : Ti x I x~~ R is such that

~
gi (ti,-, ) is continuous on [ x~ for each ti e Ti

(recall that I - ~O,l,...,h`).

For each agent i- I,...,h, we shall assume that

gi(ti) 5 rt(ti) for all ti e Ti,

where rt O: Ti ~ R is the ith agent's interim reservation utility function. Thus if agent i

looses the auction, his utility level is at most his interim utility level.
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For each type profile t e T, Ict

,~
F(t)-1(bs)E[x~:j-1....,hunduj(tj,s)?ej(tjlfvj(O.s):se~~. (3l)

,
Here, ej( ~): Tj ~ R is the jth agenCs ex post reservation utility function, and uj (tj,s) is

the jth ugent's optimal level of utility under contract s given type tj (see expression (25)).

If agent j' wins the auction and is awarded cóntract s' and if

~
( j',s') e{ ( j,s) e I x~: j- 1,..., h and uj ( tj,s) ? ej(tj )}

then agent j' will be able to achieve his reservation utility level under the awarded contract

s' via an optimal action choice from Ai(ti). Thus from the perspective of the winning

agent j' auction outcome ( j',s') is ex post rational - that is, under contract s' it is rational

for agent j' to enter into the contract with the principal. Alternatively if the auction outcome

is (O,s") for some s" e~ then no agent is selected and hence no contracting occurs. The

set F(t) is the feasible set of auction outcomes given truthfully reported types t. Moreover,

for each t, F(t) is a closed subset of the compact metric space I x~ of playerlcontract

pairs. This follows from the definition of F(t) and the fact that for each t E T the function

( j,s) ~ v~ (tj,s) is continuous on {1,2,..., h{ x~ and the function j-~ rj([ j) is continuous

on {1,2,...,h~.

We are now in a position to define the choice set K and the feasible choice

correspondence, K( ): T-~ 2K corresponding to the contract auction. To begin, let

P(I x~) denote the set of all probability measures defined on the product a-field

3(I) x B(~) of the compact metric space I x~ of auction outcomes (i.e., playerlcontract

pairs). Here, B(~) denotes the Borel 6-field generated by the metric on the contract space

~ and 3(I) denotes the a-field consisting of all subsets of the finite set I. Also let the set

of choices K be given by P(I x di). Here the space E is taken to be the set of all bounded

signed measures on I x~ equipped with the narrow topology. The set of choices

K- P(I x~) is clearly convex. By IIL60 in Dellacherie and Meyer (1978), K- P(I x~)

satisfies Assumption 2. Denote by cp a typical element of the choice set P(I x cG) and by

tp( ) or tp(d( j,s) I-1 a typical element of the set of auction (revelation) mechanisms

M(T, P(I x ~)).
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Now let the feasible choice correspondence, K( ): T-~ 2 K be given by

K(U:-{~pEP(Ix~l:tp(F(t))-1E. (32)

Given type profile t, probability measure ~pE K(t) assigns probability 1 to the set of

playerlcontract pairs F(t). For each t, K(t) is convex. Since each F(t) is compact it

follows from IIL58 and [IL60 in Dellacherie and Meyer (1978) that the feasible choice

correspondence K( ): T-~ 2K defined via (32) above satisfies Assumption 3. The fcasible

set of auction mechanisms (i.e., the set of ex post individually rational auction

mechanisms) is then given by

C' -(cp(. ) e M(T, P(1 x~)) : ~p(t) e K(t) a.e.[~] f. (33)

Given choice ep e P(I x cD), the ith agén['s (expected) utility is gíven by

vi (ti,tP) -
JIx~g~ (ti.(J,s))tP(d(j.s)). (34)

Repeating arguments similar to [hose given after expression (17) above (defining buyers'

expected utilities in the multiple unit auction case), we conclude that each agent's expected
u[ility function v i(,): Ti x P( [ x~) -~ R given in (34) satisfies Assumption 4.

Under auction mechanism cp( .) e M(T, P(I x~)) the ith agent's interim expected
utility given true type t i e Ti and reported type t~ E Ti is

~vi(ti,W(t~t-i))qi(dt i Iti). (35)
T-i

A contract auction mechanism cp( .) e M(T,P(I x~)) is Bayesian incentive
compa[ible (i.e., is contained in the set B), if there are h sets Cl,--.,Ci,.--,Ch, with

C i E E i and It i(C i)- 0, such that for esch buyer i- I,2,...,h,

~T-i ~Ix4~gi
( ti.(J,s))iP(d(J.s) Iti,t-i)9i(dt-i I ti )

~ ~Ti ~Ix~gi ( ti,(j,s))N(d(j,s) Iti,t-i )qi(dt-i I ti ), (36)

for all t. E T. ` C. and all t' E T. .i i i t i
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A coniract auction mechanism cp( 1 E M(T,P(I x~)) is interim individually rational

(i.e., is contained in the set A) if there are h sets
Q1, ,Qi.~ ~.Qh. with Qi E Fi and

p i(Q i)- 0, such that for each buyer i- I,2.....h,

~T-i ~Ix~bt
(ti.(j,s))tDld(J,s) Iti.t-i )9i(dt-i I ti )? ri (t (37)

for all t i E Ti ` Q i. As before ri O: Ti -~ R is the ith agent's interim reservation utility

function.
Now consider the auction mechanism cp( ) that sclects the principal ( and hence

selects no contracting) with probability 1 for all reported types. Thus, under mechanism

cp( ), cp({(O,s) : s e~} I t) - l for all t. Given the definition of the i[h agent's utility

function (see (30)), we have

~T-; ~Ix~gt ( ti,(J,s))tP(d(J~s) Iti.t-i )9i(dt-i ~ ti) - g i (t i) for all ti e Ti.

By assumption gi(ti ) 5 rt(ti ) for all ti E Ti. Thus, we have

gi (ti,(j,s))cp(d(j,s) I[i,t-i )qi(dt-i I ti ) 5 ri (t i) for all ti e Ti.
~T-; ~[x~

and thus, our contract auction model satisfies Assumption 5(2). We shall also assume that

there is a probability measure cp" e P(I x~) such that tp" e K(t) a.e.[~t] and for each agent

i - 1,2,...,h,

~T-i~Ix~g~(tt.(J,s))tP~~(d(J,s))9i(dt-ilti)?ri(ti) a.e.[~ti].

Thus, Assumption 5( I) holds.
To complete our description of the contract auction model, observe that given

choice cp e P([ x cD), the principal's (expected) utility is given by

u(t.tP) - ~Ix~g~(t,(J,s))N(d(].s))- (38)
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Repeattng arguments similar to those given after expression (21) above (defining the

tieller's expected utility in the multiple unit auction case), we conclude that the principal's
expected utility function u( ,): T x PI I x 4~) -a R given in (38) satisfies Assumption 6.

Under contract auction mechanism tpl 1 E r n B n A the principal's expected

utilitv is

~u(t,tPlt))p0(dt). (39)
T

As is ttue in the case of the multiple unit auction, it is easy to see that the principal's

contract auction problem is a version of the leader's problern ( 4). Moreover, because our

contract auction model satisfies Assumptions 1-6, it follows directly from Theorem 1 that

the principal's problem has a solution.

Corollary 3 (Existence of an Optima! Cnntract Aaction Mechanism)

Given the contract auction model above, there exists an auction mechanism

tp' O e [- n Bn n solving the principal's problem

max~(,)eI'nBnA~T~Ix~gO(t,(J.s))tP(d(j,s)It1p0(dt). (40)

4. Proof of the Main Existence Result
Given the nature of the Bayesian incentive compatibility constraints, the proof of

Theorem 1 is nonstandurd. The proof given here rests on a new result showing that the

feasible set of interim individually rational and Bayesian incentive compatible revelation

mechanísms is K-compact (Theorem 2, below). As discussed in the introduction, this

result refines and extends Theorem 4.1 in Page (1992). As in the proof of Theorem 4.1,

the proof of Theorem 2 given here utilizes the no[ions of K-convergence and K-

compactness, as well as the abstract Komlos Theorem due to Balder (1996, Theorem 4.1(i)

- also see Theorem 2.1 in Balder (1990)). The proof of Theorem 2 also avoids a minor

etror in the proof of Theorem 4.1 in Page (1992).1~ We begin with the definitions K-

convergence and relative K-compactness and then proceed to a statement of Balder's

(1996) Theorem 4.1(i) (with the notation and numbering of the assumptions modified to fit

the notation and numbering of assumptions given here).

Let (T,E) be a type space equipped wi[h a 6-flnite measure lt.

I~fhe basic steps in the proofs of Theorem 2 and Theorem 1.1 in Page (1992) are similar. Howevec
because a minor error in the proof of Theorem 4.1 is avoided here in the proot ot'I'heorem 2, the steps in
the proof of Theorem 2 do not match precisely the steps in the proof of Theorem 4.1.
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Definition 4.1 (K-conver,gence)

A sequence of inechanisrns (fn O}n c M(T, K) is said to K-converge l u]

to a K-limit f( ) e M(T, K) if for each subsequence [fnk O Ik there is a~t-

null set N E E(i.e., p(N)-0) such that
I m

lim - ~fnk(t)-f(t) forall te"f `N.
m--~~ m k-1

Definition 4.2 (Refative K-compaetness)

A subset `Y c M(T, K) is said to be relatively K-compac[ [ ft ] if every

sequence in Y' contains a subsequence K-converging [}t] to some

mechanism f( ) E M(T, K).

A subset `Y c M(T, K) is said to be K-compact [ ft ] if every sequence in `Y

contains a subsequence K-converging [ N] to some mechanism f( ) E`Y .

BalderlKomlos Theorem (K-compactness of T')

Let (fn( ))n be a sequence of revelatíon mechanisms in I'. Under Assumptions 2 and 3

there exists a subsequence (fn kO}k and a mechanism f( ) e I' such that ~ I
m

m-~ m
~fnk(t)-f(t) a.e.[N]. (41)
k-1

In Theorem 2 we show that given type space (T,F„ft) with it a-finite, under

Assumptions 1-4 and Assumption 5(2) the set of feasible, Bayesian incentive compatible,

and interim individually rational mechanisms r n B n A is K-compac[ [~l ].

Theorem 2(K-contpacrness of T' n B n A)

L.et {fn( ) }n be a sequence of revelation mechanisms in T'n Bn A. Under Assumptions
l-4 and Assumption 5(Z) there exists a subsequence {fnk( )}k and a mechanism

f~( )eT'nBnA suchthat
m

lim 1 fn (t)-f~(t) a.e.[~]"
m~~ m ~1 k

~~This poin~wise convergence of averages continues to hold with the same f(. ) but with varying {1-null

sets for every funher subsequence of ~fnk O~k.
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Proof of Theorem 2

First note that fn B n A is convex. The convexity of ï' follows from

Assumptions 2 and 3. The convexity of B n A follows from Assumption -1 and in

particular from the affinity of vi (L t nn K( t) for each i and t.

Let {fn( ) ~n be a seyuence of inechanisms m r n B n A. By the BalderlKomlos

Theorem we can assume without loss of generality tha[ for some ft-null set N e ï (i.e.,

ft(N)-0),

limn~~fn(t)-f(t) forall tET~N,

where f( ) E i' and where for all n
f (.~~...ffn( )fn( )- I .

n

~ ~
We will show ihat there exists a mechanism fO with f( t) - f(t) a.e.[~t] such

~
that f( ) e I' n B n A. To begin, let

N(ti)-{t-i eT-i:(ti,t-i)e N}.

For each i, we have (see Ash (1972), section 2.6)

N(M-~T Ft-i(NRi))Fti(dti)-0.
i

sothatforsome Ni EEi with pi(Ni)-0,

~t-i(N(ti))-0 forall ti ETi `Ni.

Now define
l iftEViNixT-i,

h(t)-
0 if teT`(viNi xT-i),

and consider the auction mechanism

~
f(t) - f(t) (l - h(t)) t f h(t),

where f e K is the "penalty" choice given in Assumption 5(2).

(43)

(45)

(46)

(47)
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S~nce h(~) is E-measurable, f~(~ )eMIT,K). Moreover, since f~(t)-f(t) for

all tET~(viNi xT i), where p(Uh 1(Ni xT-i))-0, f~(tl-f(tl a.c.[p]. Recall that
~

the Ni are the fti-null sets given in (44) and (45). Thus f 1) is contained in r and

f~( )is a K-limit (with respect to the dominating measure )t) of the sequence ~fn( )~n.

From the definition of f~l )( see (~6) and ( ~7)), it follows that if t E T is such that
~

forsomefolloweri, t-(ti,t-i)eNixT-i,then h(t)-h(ti,t-i)-1 and f ( t)-f (i.e.,

the mechanism chooses the penalty f ) . Note also that because ti e Ni implies that

li-i(N(ti)) ~0 ( see (44) and ( 45)), fn(ti,t-i) may fail to converge to f(ti,t-i). Thus,

[fn(')In may fail to K-converge to ff ) for t E viNi x T-i.

Now fix ti e Ti and let

t-ieT-i~[(vj,j~iNjxT i.j)vN(ti)],

where
NjxTij-T1x...xTi-1xTitlx...xTj-IxNjxTjtlx...xTh .

From the perspective of follower i, T-i `[(v j, j~i Nj x T-i, j) ~ N(ti ) ] is the set of other

follower type profiles t-i such that no o[her follower has type t j e Nj (j~ i) triggering

the penalty choice and such that no type profile t-i causes a failure of K-convergence

(recall that K-convergence of the sequence ( fn(.)En may fail to hold at (ti,t-i) if

[-i E N(ti), see (43)).

For i- I,...,h let Cin v Qin e Ei be the )ti-null set of ith follower types where

for types ti E Cin U Qin interim individual rationality andlor Bayesian incentive

compatibility may fail to hold for the ith follower under the mechanism fn( ~)(see (2) and

(3)). Now let

Fi~ -[vn-1(Cin UQin)~UNi, (48)

where again the sets Ni are the ~i -null sets given in (44) and (45). Note that ~ti(Fi~) - 0

and for ti E Ti `Fi~, )t-i(N(ti )) - 0. Observe also that if

and if

t i e Ti `Fi~ c Ti `N i

t-i ET-i`[(vj,j~iNjxT-i.j)vN(ti)],
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Ihen
Iti,t-i)eT~(vh l(NixT-i)).

We can now cunclude thc foll~wing:

for i- I,..., h, ti E Ti `Fi~, and t-i e T-i `[(v~,~xi N~ x T-i.~ ) v N(ti )],

~
(a) f (ti,t-i) - f(ti,t-i).

(b) limn~~ fn(ti ~ t-i ) - f(ti.t-i ).

(c) qi((v~~~iN~ xT-i,1)uN(ti)Iti)-0.

Conclusion ( c) is an immediate consequence of Assumption 1(2) and [he fac[ that for
tieTi`Fi~cTi`Ni, }t-i((v~,~tiN~xT-i~)tJN(ti))-0.

It now follows from observations (b) and (c), Assumption 4 concerning followers'

utility functions, and the Dominatcd Com~ergence Theorem (see Ash ((972)) Ihat

for i- 1,...,h and ti E Ti `Fi~

limn~~~,},~ vi(ti,t-i,fn(ti.t-i))qi(dt-i ~ti)-1T- vi(ti,t-i.f(ti,t-i))qi(dt-i lti).

~ ~ (49)

Given observations (a) and (c),

~ vi(ti,t-i,f(ti,t-i))qi(dt-ilti) - ~ vi(ti,t-i,f~(ti,t-i))qi(dt-ilti).
T-; T-;

(50)

Given the definition of the }ti -null set Fi~ (see (48)), the convexity of I' n B n A

and the fact that {fn( ) ~ c fn B n A, we have for all n, i- 1,..., h, and ti e Ti `Fi~

vi(ti,[-i,fn(ti,t-i))qi(dt-i Iti)?r~(ti).
T-;

By (49) and (50) we have for all i- 1,..., h, and ti E Ti `Fi~
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vi(ti,t-T-i
~

Thus, f ( )eA.

f~(ti,t-i))qildt-i Iti)?rt(ti). (51)

Tn order to show that f~( 1 E B, we will show that for all i- 1.....h, and

ti E Ti `Fi~

~ vi(ti,t-i,f~(ti,t-i))qi(dt-i Iti)?~ vi([i,t-i,f~(t~,t-i))qi(dt-i Iti)
T-i T-i

for all ti in Ti. (52)

There are two cases to consider.

Case I: Follower i is type ti e Ti `Fi~ and reports his type as t~ e Ni implying

that Tt-i(Ni(t~))~0.

Under case l, f~(ti, t-i )- f for aIl t-i e T-~ (see (47)). Thus, on the right-hand-side of

(52) we have

,~T- vi(ti~t-i~f~(ti~t-i))qi(dt-i Iti)- JT- vi(ti't-i.f)qi(dt-i Iti)Sr~(ti).
~ i

The latter inequality holds by Assumption 5(2). Since ti e Ti `Fio„ it follows from (51)

above that inequality ( 52) holds for case 1.

Case 2: Follower i is type ti e Ti `Fi,o and reports his type as tí e Ti `Ni implying that

p-((Ni(t~))-0.

Under case 2, f~(ti,t-i)-f(t~,t-i) for all t-ieT-i`[(v~,~~iN~xT-i~)vN(t~)].

Moreimportantlysince Tt-i(Ni(t~))-0 we have Tt-i((v~~~iN~xT-i~)vN(t~))-0.

Thus by Assumption I(2), qi((v~ ~~iN~ x T-i ~)v N(t~ ) Iti) - 0 for all ti e Ti and in

particular for ti e Ti `F~. Finally given the definition of the set Ni(t~ )( again see (43))

we have for all t-i e T-i `[(v~ ~~i N~ x T-i ~) U N(ti ) ], limn~o, fn(t~,t-i )- f(ti,t-i ).
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Given these observations and Assumption 4 concerning followers' utility functions, it

follows from the Dominated Convergence Theorem (see Ash (1972)) that

I~mn~~~t- vi(ti,t-i.fn(ti,t-~llqild[-iltil-~T vi([i.t-i,f([i.[-i))qi(dt-il[i).
i ~ t5~)

Morcover,

~T vi(ti.t-i.f(t~,t-i))qi(dt-~Iti)-~T- vi(ti,t-i,f~(ti,t-i))qi(dt-ilti).
i ~

Since {f nO ~ e i' n B n A and ti E Ti `Fi~, by the above we have tbr each n

(54)

~,1,- vi(ti,t-i,fn(ti.t-i))qi(d[-ilti)?~T- vi(ti.t-i,fn(t~.t-i))qi(dt-ilti).
~ i

(55)
Taking limits on both sides of (55) it follows from (49)-(50), and (53)-(54) that

JT- vi(ti.t-i,f~(ti,t-i))qi(dt-i Iti)? J,I,- vi(ti.t-i,f~R~,t-i))qi(dt-i Iti).
i ~

Thus, inequality (52) holds for case 2.

~
Having established that inequality ( 52) holds cases I and 2, we conclude that fO E B

Q.E.D.

Remark

Because strategic misreporting by followers can cause a failure of K-convergence

on a set of positive measure (i.e., p-i(N(t~)) ~ 0), the K-limít f( ) of a sequence

(fn( )}n of Bayesian incentive compatible mechanisms is not necessarily Bayesian

incentive compatible. In the proof above, we use the dominating measure ~t to identify

mathematically inconvenient líes (or misreports) by followers and we use the penalty choice

f to punish followers for such misreports. Following this line of reasoning we are able to
~

construct a new mechanism fO contained in the It-equivalence class determined by the

K-limit f( ) and show that [his mechanism is Bayesian incentive compatible.
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Proof of Theorem 1

Let

L~~ -suPC1 )EïnBnA ~u(t,f(t)l~~ldtl,
i

and let {fn O f n be a sequence of revelation mechanisms in C' n B n A such that

~u(t,fn(t))pp(dt)-~ U~.

By Theorem 2 we can assume without loss of generality that the sequence ( fn( ))n K-

converges to K-limit f~ O e i' n B n A. By Theorem 4. I(ii ) in Balder ( 1996),

limn ~u(t,fn(t))Pp(dt)-U~ ~ ~u(t,f~(t))p0(dt).
T T

~
Since f O e i' n B n A, we have

~u(t,f~(t))p~(dt)-maxf(-)eI'nBnA ~u(t,f(t))p6(dt).
T T

Q.E.D.
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